Assessment and Feedback Strategies: Audio Feedback

Overview

Feedback on assignments plays a large role in motivation and learning. Formative feedback can be instrumental in improving the learning experience for the student. It also has the potential to provide just-in-time intervention and remediation to those students who may be struggling and would benefit from more in-depth or personalized feedback than other students. Audio feedback gives instructors a time efficient way to provide students personalized, in-depth feedback on assignments. Written feedback for many assignments, such as PowerPoint presentations or creative assignments such as infographics, wikis, or blogs, often requires the use of a separate document such as a rubric that creates a natural disconnect between assignment and feedback as the student is forced to flip back and forth between assignment and rubric. The use of screen capture software can allow the instructor to explore the assignment while providing spoken, real-time feedback. This method of feedback creates an immediate connection to the areas where the student excelled and the opportunities for improvement.

Deciding whether or not to use audio feedback

Why to use
- Personalize formative feedback
- Use on harder to grade creative projects - PowerPoints, Infographics, Videos, Discussion Posts
- Include more precise and detailed feedback
- Create a personal connection in asynchronous learning environments
- Give a substantial amount of feedback faster

Considerations when using audio feedback - PEEP

Remember PEEP!

Practice!
Practice your feedback before recording. Keep your recording under 5 minutes if possible, so practice and identify the areas for feedback before you hit the record button. Once you have done several recording sessions, you will find that this speeds up your grading. I recommend including a rubric the first time you provide audio feedback to help students adjust to this new way of receiving feedback.

Enunciate!
Speak clearly and slowly. Include the date, time, assignment name and student name in the
Recording Feedback

- There are many options to recording the feedback depending on whether or not you want visuals along with the audio.
- Instructional Design Services has an enterprise solution for all your screen capture needs with MediaSpace and Kaltura Capture.
- Powerpoint has options for recording audio into slides.
- D2L Brightspace offers an audio recording feature in the Assignment Folder feedback area in addition to the Brightspace Grader app (tablets only).

Privacy!

If you are creating MP3s or MP4s and posting them in a D2L grade area or emailing them to a student email account, then you probably don’t have to worry about anyone else accessing the feedback. However, if you choose to use a cloud-based storage system other than MNSU’s MediaSpace, such as screencast.com, youtube.com, or dropbox.com make absolutely sure your privacy settings are such that one student cannot access another student’s feedback. Send the URL via the best secure method available to you.
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